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ABSTRACT

The invention describes a system for collective nanorobotics
(CNRs) for electronics applications. CNRs are used to selec
tively activate electronics devices and remote devices and to

target objects in sensor netWorks. A method of delivering

Provisional application No. 60/ 865,605, ?led on Nov.

CNRs in aerosol form is speci?ed. The CNRs use reaggrega
tion methods to restructure their shapes on-demand for

13, 2006, provisional application No. 60/912,133,

improved material resistance capabilities.
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SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR COLLECTIVE
NANOROBOTICS FOR ELECTRONICS
APPLICATIONS

researchers at the University of California at Berkeley in
1997. Researchers at Rice, Yale and Penn State Were able to

connect blocks of nanodevices and nanoWires, While
researchers at HeWlett Packard and UCLA Were able to

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001]

The present application claims the bene?t of priority

under 35 US.C. § 119 from US. Provisional Patent Applica
tion Ser. No. 60/865,605, ?led on Nov. 13, 2006, US. Provi

sional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/912, 133, ?led Apr. 16,
2007, US. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/941,
600, ?led Jun. 1, 2007 and US. Provisional Patent Applica
tion No. 60/958,466, ?led Jul. 7, 2007, the disclosures of
Which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety
for all purposes.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002]

The present invention pertains to the ?eld of nano

develop a computer memory system based on nano-assembly.

Additionally, government researchers at NASA, NIST,
DARPA and Naval Research have ongoing nanotechnology
development projects, though these are mainly focused on
nanoelectronics challenges. Finally, researchers at MIT, Cal
Tech, USC, SUNY, Cornell, Maryland, Illinois and other
universities in the US. have been joined by overseas
researchers in developing novel nanotechnologies in order to

meet Feynman’s challenge.
[0007] Nanotech start-up ventures have sprung up to
develop nanoscale crystals, to use as biological labels, for use

in tagging proteins and nucleic acids (Quantum Dot) and to
develop micro-scale arms and grippers by using MEMS to

assemble manufacturing devices (Zyvex). Additionally,
Nanosys, Nanometrics, Ultatech, Molecular Electronics,

technology and nanorobotics. The system deals With epige
netic robotics applied to collectives of nanorobots. Speci?
cally, the invention relates to nanoelectromechanical systems

Applied Nanotech and Nanorex are ventures that have

(NEMS), microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and

focused on inorganic nanomaterials. Though a neW genera

nanomechatronics. The invention also deals With the coordi
nation of collectives of nanorobots and synthetic nanorobot

tion of materials science has been aided by these earlier

ics, including synthetic assemblies of NEMS and nanorobots
and synthetic nano-scale and micron- scale machine assembly
processes. Applications of these systems and processes are
made to nanoelectronics.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] To date, four Waves, or generations, of nanotechnol
ogy have evolved. The ?rst generation Was comprised mainly
of developments involving chemical composition, such as
neW nanomaterials. The second generation developed simple
tubes and ?laments by positioning atoms from the ground up
With novel machinery. The third generation developed nan
odevices that perform speci?c functions, such as nanopar
ticles for the delivery of chemicals. Finally, the fourth Wave

has developed self-assembling nanoentities by chemical
means.

[0004] The present invention represents a ?fth generation
of self-organiZing collectives of intelligent nanorobotics.
Self-organizing processes are possible at the nano- and
micron-level because of the convergence of nanoelectronics

developments and nanomechatronics developments.
[0005] While the ?rst four generations of nanotechnology
have been developed by theoretical scientists and inventors,
the ?fth generation of nanotechnology has been largely open
until noW. The present invention ?lls the gaps in the literature

and in the prior art involving nanorobotics.

[0006] Early tWentieth century theoretical physicists dis
covered that the simplest atoms Were measurable at the
nanometer scale of one billionth of a meter. In 1959, in his

lecture “Race to the Bottom,” the physicist Richard Feynman
proposed a neW science and technology to manipulate mol
ecules at the nanoscale. In the 1970s Drexler’s pioneering

emerged to develop products in the nanotechnology market
space. Until noW, hoWever, most of these businesses have

generations of nanotechnolo gies, the real breakthrough lies in
identifying methods of developing intelligent systems at the
nano-scale.

[0008] The tWo main models for building nanotechnology
applications are the ground up method of building entities, on
the one hand, and the bottom doWn method of shrinking
photolithography techniques to the nanoscale. Both models

present challenges for scientists.
[0009] In the case of the bottom up models, several special
iZed tools have been required. These include (a) atomic force
microscopy (AFM), Which uses electronics to measure the
force exerted on a probe tip as it moves along a surface, (b)

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), Which measures elec
trical current ?oWing betWeen a scanning tip and a surface, (c)
magnetic force microscopy (MFM), Which uses a magnetic
tip that scans a surface and (d) nanoscale synthesis (NSL),
Which constructs nanospheres.
[0010] In the case of the top doWn models, several methods

and techniques have been developed, including (a) X-ray
lithography, (b) ion beam lithography, (c) dip pen nanolithog
raphy (DPN), in Which a “reservoir of ‘ink’ (atoms/mol
ecules) is stored on top of the scanning probe tip, Which is
manipulated across the surface, leaving lines and patterns

behind” (Ratner, 2003) and (d) micro-imprint lithography
(MIL), Which emulates a rubber stamp. Lithography tech
niques generally require the creation of a mask of a main
model, Which is then reproduced onto a substrate much like a

semiconductor is manufactured. It is primarily through litho
graphic techniques that mass quantities of nanoentities can be

created e?iciently and cost-effectively.
[0011] The main patents obtained in the US. in the ?eld of
nanotechnology have focused on nanomaterials, MEMS,

research into nanotechnology molecular-scale machinery

micro-pumps, micro-sensors, micro-voltaics, lithography,
genetic microarray analysis and nano-drug delivery.

provides a foundation for current research. In 1979, research

Examples of these include a meso-microelectromechanical

ers at IBM developed scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
Also in the 1970s Ratner and his team at Northwestern devel

system package (U S. Pat. No. 6,859,119), micro-opto-elec
tro-mechanical systems (MOEMS) (US. Pat. No.
6,580,858), ion beam lithography system (US. Pat. No.

oped the ?rst nano-scale transistor-like device for nanoelec
tronics, Which Was developed into nanotransistors by

6,924,493), carbon nanotube sensors (US. Pat. No. 7,013,
708) and microfabricated elastomeric valve and pump sys

With Which they manipulated atoms to spell the letters IBM.
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tems (US. Pat. Nos. 6,899,137 and 6,929,030). Finally, pat
ents for a drug targeting system (US. Pat. No. 7,025,991) and

[0026]

for a design of arti?cial genes for use as controls in gene

[0027]

expression analytical system (US. Pat. No. 6,943,242), used
for a DNA microarray, are applied to biotechnology. For the
mo st part, these patents represent third and fourth generation

iors for speci?c applications
[0028] Activate nanorobotic functionality
[0029] Develop nanorobotic computer programming

nanotechnologies.

[0030]

[0012]

nanorobot
[0031] Develop an external activation of a nanorobot

A neW generation of nanotechnologies presents pro

cedures for objects to interact With their environment and
solve critical problems on the nano- and micron-scale. This

generation of technology involves social intelligence and

self-organization capabilities.
[0013] Biological analogies help to explain the perfor
mance of intelligent or self-organiZing nanoentities. In the

macro-scale environment, the behaviors of insects provides
an important model for understanding hoW to develop models
that emulate social intelligence in Which chemical markers
(pheromones) are used by individual entities to communicate
a social goal. On the micro-scale, microbes and pathogens
interoperate With the animal’s immune system, in Which

scription processes are highly organiZed methods for devel

oping cellular reproduction. These micromachinery pro
cesses and functions occur at the nanoscale and provide

useful analogies for nanotechnologies.
[0014]

In order to draW on these biological system analo

Identify distinctive nanorobotic collective behav

Develop an external tracking procedure for a

[0032] Develop a hybrid control system for nanorobots
[0033] Use AI for nanorobots
[0034] Organize the behavior of nanorobot teams
[0035] ReorganiZe nanorobotic aggregates as teams
adapt to environmental feedback
[0036] Obtain environmental inputs via sensors
[0037] OrganiZe competing teams of nanorobots
[0038] OrganiZe cooperating teams of nanorobots
[0039] OrganiZe nanorobotic teams to anticipate behav
iors

[0040]

battles either Won or lost determine survival of the host. Other

intracellular models shoW hoW proteins interact in order to
perform a host of functions. At the level of DNA, RNA tran

Develop systems in Which nanorobots Work

together

OrganiZe nanorobotic teams to emulate biologi

cal processes such as the immune system

[0041]
[0042]

Developing Solutions to these Problems
Most prior technological innovations for nano-scale
problems have focused on the ?rst generations of nanotech
nology and on materials science. The next generation focuses
on intelligent systems applied to the nano entities. This ?fth
generation of innovation combines the development of nano
scale entities With intelligence and the collective behaviors of

gies, complexity theory has been developed in recent years.

complex systems.

Researchers associated With the Sante Fe Institute have devel
oped a range of theoretical models to merge complexity

complex nano-scale problems. Cavalcanti has developed

theory and biologically-inspired processes, including genetic
algorithms and collective behavior of economic agents.
[0015] Such a neW nanotechnology requires distributed
computation and communication techniques. It is, moreover,
necessary for such a technology to adapt to feedback from its
environment. The present invention presents a system in
Which these operations occur and speci?es a range of impor
tant applications for electronics, medicine and numerous
other areas. The main challenges to this advanced nanotech

nology system lie in the discovery of solutions to the prob
lems of limited information, computation, memory, commu

nication, mobility and poWer.

[0016] Challenges
[0017]

The development of a ?fth generation of nanotech

nologies faces several challenges. First, the manufacturing of
nanoparts is dif?cult. Second, the assembly of nanoparts into
functional devices is a major challenge. Third, the grouping
and coordination of collectives of nanodevices is problem
atic. Fourth, the control and management of nanosystems is
complex. Fifth, controlling the interaction of nanorobots in a
collective system With its environment is formidable. Since

physical properties operate differently at the nano-scale than
at the macro-scale, We need to design systems that accommo

[0043]

FeW researchers have devised solutions to these

theoretical notions to develop a model of collective nanoro
botics. HoWever, these solutions are not practical and Will not

Work in real situations. For example, there is not enough
poWer of mobility in this model to overcome natural forces.

Similarly, according to this theoretical approach, autonomous
computation resources of nanorobots are insu?icient to per

form even the simplest functions, such as targeting. Without
computation capacity, AI Will not Work at this level; Without
AI there is no possible Way to perform real-time environmen
tal reaction and interaction.
[0044] Cavalcanti’s 2D and 3D simulations are dependent
on only several variable assumptions and Will not Withstand
the “chaos” of real environmental interactive processes. In
addition, the structure of these nanorobots cannot be built
e?iciently from the bottom up and still retain critical func

tionality. Even if these many problems can be solved, indi
vidual nanorobots cannot be trusted to behave Without error

inside cells. In other Words, this conceptual generation of
medical nanorobots may do more harm than good, particu
larly if they are not controllable.

[0045]

The emerging ?eld of epigenetic robotics deals With

the relations betWeen a robot and its environment. This ?eld
suggests that it is useful to program a robot to learn autono

date these unique physical forces.

mously by interacting With its environment. HoWever, these

[0018] The doZens of problems to identify include hoW to:
[0019] Build nanorobots
[0020] Connect nanodevices

models do not apply to collective robotics in Which it is

[0021]

Develop a nanorobotic poWer source

[0022] Develop nanorobotic computation
[0023] Develop speci?c nanorobotic functionality
[0024] Develop nanorobotic communication system(s)
[0025] Develop multi-functional nanorobotics

necessary to learn from and interact With many more vari

ables in the robots’ environment, including other robots. In
the case of collectives of nanorobots With resource con

straints, the present invention adds volumes to this promising
?eld.

[0046] Solomon’s research in developing hybrid control
systems for collective robotics systems and in developing

novel approaches for molecular modeling systems presents
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pathways to solving these complex problems. These novel
research streams are used in the present invention.

[0047] Prior systems of collective robotics generally do not
address the complexities of nanotechnology. The behavior

based robot system using subsumption methods developed by
Brooks at MIT is useful for managing individual robot behav
ior With limited computation capacity. On the other end of the

spectrum, central control robotic systems require substantial
computation resources. Hybrid control robotic systems syn

ground up, that is, atom by atom, objects such as elegant
geodesic nanotubes made of carbon atoms, objects in this
domain are too small and too expensive to construct to be

useful for an active intelligent system. In order to be useful, a
nanorobotic system requires numerous and economical
robots dependent on mass production techniques that must

generally be considered from the perspective of a top doWn

strategy, that is, by utiliZation of largely lithographic proce
dures.

[0054]

The nanorobotic entities described herein generally

thesiZe elements from these tWo main control processes. Even
more advanced robotic control systems involve the integra
tion of a multi-agent software system With a robotic system

consist of objects With dimensions from 100 nm to 1000 nm

that is particularly useful in controlling collectives of robots.
This advanced collective robotic control system experiences

than ten microns. This siZe is relatively large by nanotechnol
ogy standards, but is crucial in order to maintain functionality.

both the bene?ts and detriments of the behavior-based model
and the central control model.

Keep in mind that a White blood cell is comprised of about
100,000 molecules and ?ts into this meso-nano domain. The
micron-scale space of inter-object interaction may be com
prehended by analogy to a Warehouse in Which nanoscale

[0048]

Recent developments in collective robotics have

borroWed inspiration from complex biological processes.
Complex social behaviors such as ?ocking, herding and
schooling have been studied, With ant algorithms represent
ing the state of the art in computationally emulating and
optimiZing natural processes. Even more complex natural
behaviors at the molecular level are discovered as We learn

more about protein interactions. Speci?cally, the human
immune system is a fascinating dynamic interactive netWork
that has evolved over many years. Our challenge is to develop
arti?cial mechanisms to surpass not only ant algorithms,
Which use the collective behavior of autonomous individuals

that use chemical communications methods, but also the

interactive Workings of the human immunological system.
[0049] One of the main methods to develop these complex
arti?cial netWork models for use in robotic systems is to use

evolutionary computation, Which emulates biological pro
cesses of evolution. Methods such as genetic algorithms or

genetic programs emulate the behavior of generations of

populations in order to solve complex problems. Similarly,
arti?cial neural netWork approaches emulate the ability of the
human brain to adapt to its environment in order to solve

(1 micron) cubed, but can be smaller than 100 nm or larger

objects interact. In order to be useful, nanorobots require

complex apparatus that includes computation, communica
tions, sensors, actuators, poWer source and speci?c function

ality, all of Which apparatus requires spatial extension. While
this domain speci?cation is larger than some of the atomic
scale research in nanotechnology, it is far smaller than most
microelectronics.
[0055] While the larger meso-nano assemblies described
herein possess a speci?c geometric dimensionality, the siZe
dimensions of the domains in Which they operate are also
critical to consider. In these cases, each application has a
different set of speci?cations. In the case of the human body,

speci?c cells Will have a dimensionality that is substantially
larger than the complex molecular-siZe proteins that are con
structed for interoperation Within them.
[0056] Over time, hoWever, it Will be possible to make very
small, useful micro-nano scale robots for use in intelligent
systems. Thus, We may conceive of several generations of
scale for these systems, the ?rst being in the meso-nano
domain.

complex problems.
[0050]

The development of cooperating collectives of

robots in a netWork borroWs inspiration from these biological
systems. A team of interacting agents takes inspiration from
the effective operation of a beehive or an ant colony in Which
specialist roles and coordination of tasks occur among thou

sands of agents. These complex netWork systems use self
organiZing models of behavior to aggregate (combine into
groups), to reaggregate and to adapt to their environment.
HoWever, there are limits to these models because of the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0057] There are several electronic and security applica
tions of nanorobotic collective systems. The applications fall
into several main categories: sensor netWorks that transform

into active electronic systems; targeting systems that employ
nanorobotic collectives and; transformable collectives of
nanorobots for intelligent materials.

constraints of communication, coordination, “computation”

ADVANTAGES

and adaptation. The development of arti?cial systems of col
lective robotics represents opportunities to surpass these lim
its. The present system offers numerous insights into optimiZ

[0058] Because of the unique properties of collectives of
nanorobots (CNRs) that enable them to transform their physi
cal state and position and to organiZe social intelligence

ing these complex processes.
[0051]

The Nanorobotic Environment

through computation, coordination and communications

integration, these technologies provide crucial competitive

[0052] The nano domain, Which is a billionth of a meter, is
measured in millionths of a meter. A single oxygen atom is
roughly a single nanometer across. A micron is a millionth of
a meter. The Width of a human hair is about 60,000 nanom

advantages to those that employ them.

eters.

[0059] (1) Distributed NetWork of Nanosensors for Remote
Activation of Electronic System
[0060] The present invention is useful to develop a
nanosensor netWork. The intelligent CNR netWork provides
the eyes and ears for external devices, yet remains virtually

[0053] The present invention focuses on the synthetic
development of objects that are in a middle (meso-nano)
sphere someWhat betWeen the atomic siZe (micro-nano) of
simple atoms and the mega-nano domain of micron-sized
objects. While it is true that scientists have built, from the

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

invisible to detection. Its intermittent communications capa
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bilities are ideal for reconnaissance missions.

coated With these unique explosives, they Will only be acti
vated When they detect a speci?c object and only detonate in

[0061] In existing reconnaissance cases, traditional remote
sensing apparatuses detect objects and send signals to an
external device. With the advantage of CNRs, however, the

to conserve resources. The CNRs detect and analyZe intruder
(s) and activate an e?icient amount of explosives to disable or

nanosensors are integrated into the electronic system. A uni
?ed sensor-Weapon system contains, a sensor netWork for
continuous surveillance but also autonomously detonates an

destroy the intruder(s). Small amounts of explosives are
embedded in the nanorobots, Which, When combined With
others in the collective and become selectively activated, are

bility also deters detection. Undetectable nanorobotic capa

an extent to defeat or disable the enemy or achieve a mission

explosive on demand. The advantage of an integrated system

effective deterrents. In addition to explosives, the CNRs may

is that the CNR sensors feed data sets to the main collective,

be comprised of ?ammable substances (or other effective
chemicals) for greater mission effect.

Which then compares relative priorities and seeks to optimiZe

its goals by detonating explosive devices on demand.

[0071]

[0062]

period of time and then become activated by an external

The CNR system is integrated into a netWork With

The CNRs are organiZed to lie inert for an inde?nite

external sensors for full arena aWareness. The nanosensor

source such as a laser, a preset temperature or a communica

netWork is also integrated With conventional Weapon systems
for detonation of large scale explosives.

tion signal. CNRs are virtually undetectable yet extremely
poWerful in collectives. The collectives of intelligent nanoro

[0063]

In another embodiment, the sensor system is con

bots are concentrated in greater numbers to increase effec

stantly mobile. In this case, the netWork is dynamic and

tiveness. The present system ushers in the era of intelligent

constantly modulating its structure. The CNRs access a solar

ubiquitous munitions for post-asymmetric Warfare.
[0072] (5) Collective Nanorobotic System for Defensive
Behaviors Using Reaggregation Methods

poWer unit for auxiliary poWer. The CNRs have appendages
of photovoltaic cells and solar poWer storage to maintain and
sustain poWer in the ?eld. In one embodiment, CNRs share

[0073]

photovoltaic cells to increase e?iciency. The CNRs then
migrate to the poWer source and depart once recharged.

are used to defend against explosive blasts. Unlike traditional

[0064] (2) Targeting System for Collective Nanorobotic

System

Because of their transformative properties, CNRs

materials science applications of nanotechnology that pro
vide impervious surfaces such as super-polymers for defen
sive applications, CNRs are able to change their physical

[0065] Building effective guidance subsystems are a major
challenge in electronic system development. The present sys
tem advantageously enables the exploitation of stealthy

structure on demand to create impervious and adaptive

aspects of CNRs, Which are used as beacons to mark a speci?c

bag, once the CNRs detect a threat, they rapidly transform

spot. The CNRs send a signal to a nearby external facility for
tracking. Once the spot is targeted, other Weapons Zero in to

their structure for defensive maneuver by changing to an

the target and destroy it.
[0066] (3) Method for Aerosol Activation of Intelligent
Collective Nanorobotic System
[0067] Because CNRs change their combined physical

transform to back a ?exible structure.

structure on demand, the present system is deployable as a gas

in order to conserve its spatial delivery options. Once the

shielding. These adaptive shields are selectively activated.
[0074]

In an analogy to the operation process of a car air

impervious shell. Once the threat is diminished, the CNRs

[0075] This modulation process of CNRs by using the
evolvable hardWare capabilities and self-organization of

intelligent systems supplies applied electronic systems With
alternating outWard expression of a hard shell and ?exibility.
This CNR application presents novel intelligent materials

aerosol is airborne, hoWever, the CNRs autonomously change

With strength, ?exibility and lightness.

state to liquid or solid by combining With other CNRs. The
nanorobotic collective changes its physical state on demand
providing it With chameleon characteristics. The on-demand
molecular transformation characteristics of the present intel

features and advantages of the present invention. Further

ligent collective nanorobotic system make it a poWerful adap
tive device.

[0068] (4) Collective Nanorobotic System for Intelligent
Ubiquitous Munitions With Autonomous Selective Detona

tion Capability
[0069]

Because they are very small, because they are able to

transform their combined geometric composition, and
because they display intelligence, nanorobot collectives are
characteristically suited for advanced Weaponry. So-called
smart dust represents the state of the art of existing military
Weaponry, yet lacks the true social intelligence of the present
invention. One of the bene?ts of the present system is the
development of “transformable” Weaponry, that is, Weapon
systems that transform their physical composition from one

[0076] Reference to the remaining portions of the speci?
cation, including the draWings and claims, Will realiZe other
features and advantages of the present invention, as Well as
the structure and operation of various embodiments of the
present invention, are described in detail beloW With respect

to accompanying draWings.
[0077]

It is understood that the examples and embodiments

described herein are for illustrative purposes only and that
various modi?cations or changes in light thereof Will be sug
gested to persons skilled in the art and are to be included

Within the spirit and purvieW of this application and scope of
the appended claims. All publications, patents, and patent
applications cited herein are hereby incorporated by refer
ence for all purposes in their entirety.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0078]

FIG. 1 is a ?oW chart shoWing the organiZation of a

state to another. The use of collective nanobiodynotics pro

collective of nanorobots in a sensor netWork as it interacts

duces the capability to autonomously transform the structural
con?guration of the combined collective. This unique feature
of the present system produces numerous opportunities to
design advanced electronics devices.
[0070] The CNRs Will blanket a region but only detonate

With an object.
[0079] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a nanorobot.
[0080] FIG. 3 is a diagram of a sensor netWork comprised

explosives autonomously on demand. That is, once the area is

of a collective of nanorobots.

[0081] FIG. 4 is a diagram of a collective of nanorobots
organiZed in an area illustrating an object entering its ?eld.
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[0082]

FIG. 5 is a diagram of an object as it enters a ?eld

Which is clearly marked by a nanorobotic collective.
[0083] FIG. 6 is a diagram describing the process of a
collective of nanorobots that interact With, and then destroy,
an object over several phases.
[0084] FIG. 7 is a How chart showing the process of detect
ing and destroying an object With a collective of nanorobots.

the destroyed CNRs. This process is useful to autonomously
and ef?ciently destroy objects in a ?eld as the objects are
identi?ed.
[0094] FIG. 7 is a How chart shoWing hoW CNRs operate to
e?iciently destroy an object in its ?eld. After the CNRs are
installed to blanket the ground (700), an object moves to a

position over the CNRs (710). The CNRs detect the object

[0085] FIG. 8 is a diagram of a collective of nanorobots that
are delivered to the ground in the form of an aerosol.

using sensors and communicate data to the CNR netWork

[0086]

the object for maximum effect and ef?ciency (730). The

FIG. 9 is a diagram of the process of transformation

(720). The CNRs then interact to determine hoW to destroy

[0087] FIG. 10 is a diagram of an object striking a plane
reinforced by a recon?gurable collective of nanorobots.
[0088] FIG. 11 is a How chart describing the process of
recon?guration of the physical structure of a collective of
nanorobots.

CNRs activate munitions to destroy or disable the object and
preserve most of the CNRs (740).
[0095] FIG. 8 shoWs the distribution of CNRs delivered as
an aerosol (800). Once the CNRs fall to the ground by using
the force of gravity, they assemble in a distributed region
(810). The CNRs have higher concentrations on the ground
layer as they aggregate into a solid structure. The CNRs may

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

then be used as a sensor netWork or as a selective explosive

of a collective of nanorobots on a ?xed Wire.

[0089] FIG. 1 describes the interaction process of a collec
tive of nanorobots (CNR) With an object by using a sensor
netWork. The same system applies to microrobots as to nano

robots, but the disclosure refers to the nanorobotic embodi
ment. After the CNR sensors are deployed in a distributed

region (100), the CNR sensors create a netWork by initiating
communication With other CNRs in ?nite space (110). The
CNRs detect an object Within their netWork region (120) and
speci?c CNRs transmit data about the object to the CNR
netWork and to an external computer (130). The CNRs ana

lyZe an object in the network region (140). Alternatively, the
external computer analyZes the object in the netWork region.
The CNRs determine (150) and activate (160) the response to

the object (150) and target the object (170).
[0090] FIG. 2 illustrates a nanorobot. The nanorobot (200)
contains an integrated circuit (220) Which includes computer
memory, an energy source (230) Which activates a motor or

other functional motility process and sensors (210) and
nano?laments (240) for communications. Though most
nanorobot con?gurations Will contain these components,
some con?gurations Will include more functionality, such as

a specialist utility (i.e., cargo storage, lightWeight for speed,
speci?c shape for mobility, enhanced communications,
enhanced computation and memory, enhanced sensor func

tions, and so on).
[0091]

FIG. 3 shoWs a CNR sensor netWork. On the left

margin is a pole, Wall or Wire With vertical alignment (310)
Which contains a CNR a?ixed to a vertical facade. On the
horizontal alignment is a CNR (300). The tWo groups are
coordinated to provide a three dimensional sensor netWork
Which has variable control because the nanorobots are

capable of moving positions.
[0092]

FIG. 4 shoWs a nanorobotic collective on the ground

(400) With an object (410) moving in trajectory to strike a
region of the nanorobotic ?eld. The nanorobots at the arroW
(420) are activated remotely by a laser or communication

signal. FIG. 5 shoWs hoW a CNR (500), Which is largely
undetectable, is used to mark a target. An explosive (510) is
used to target the CNR, Which behaves like a beacon.
[0093] FIG. 6 shoWs the process of using CNRs to selec

system. The CNRs then change their structure by using
reaggregation methods.
[0096]

FIG. 9 shoWs the CNRs on a Wire transforming from

position 900 in phase A to position 910 in phase B. This
activation process (a) is selective, (b) affects only a speci?c
cluster of CNRs at one time and (c) occurs once the CNRs
initiate a response to a stimulus.

[0097] FIG. 10 shoWs a plate that is coated With transform
able CNRs. When an object (1010) strikes a place (1020) on
the plate (1000), they are activated to transform to a hardened
physical state in order to repel the object. The activation
process Works like an automobile airbag in Which a sensor

stimulates the active state. The plate is installed in body
armor. The advantage of the system is that the CNRs tempo
rarily transform their structure on demand to a hardened state,
but are not be in a perpetual state of activation that Would be
uncomfortable for the user.
[0098] The process of activating transformable CNRs on a
surface is described in FIG. 11 . After the CNRs on the surface

of the device are activated (1100) to transform their physical
state to a hardened structure, an object With signi?cant veloc
ity hits the surface of the material (1110). The CNR sensors in
the region of the object are activated to change the structure

(1120). The CNRs in the region of the object adapt their
physical structure (1130) and the region around the object is
hardened to repel the object (1140). The object is then
repelled (1150). The CNRs then return to their original posi
tion (1160).
What is claimed is:
1. A system for managing automated collective nanorobots

(CNRs),
comprising:
A plurality of nanorobots, each nanorobot including pro
gram code con?gured to communicate and exchange
information With other nanorobots;
Wherein the nanorobots in the collective are con?gured to

track each other;
Wherein the nanorobots are mobile;
Wherein the nanorobot sensors feed data sets to the main

collective;

tively target and attack an object. In phase A, the CNR is laid
out on the ground in a speci?c region (600). In phase B, an
object (620) enters the CNR ?eld (610). The CNR identi?es

Wherein the CNRs compare relative priorities and seek to

and analyZes the object. Finally, in phase C, the CNR (630)

Wherein the electronic devices include munitions; and

selectively activates an explosive to precisely remove the
object (640). The CNR then redistributes around the space of

Wherein the CNRs access a solar energy source for con

optimiZe its goals by activating electronic devices on

demand;
tinuous activity.
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2. The system of claim 1, wherein:
The CNRs are deployed to mark a speci?c location; and

The speci?c marked location is targeted for destruction by
Weapons.

3. A system for managing automated collective nanorobots

(CNRs), comprising:
A plurality of nanorobots, each nanorobot including pro
gram code con?gured to communicate and exchange
information With other nanorobots;
Wherein CNRs are used for collective nanobiodynotics to

autonomously transform the structural con?guration of
the combined collective to promote concealment;
Wherein a system of intelligent ubiquitous munitions is
deployed by engaging the CNRs to blanket a region but
detonate explosives autonomously on demand When a

speci?c programmed threshold is satis?ed;
Wherein the amount of munitions deployed is limited to the

extent of the threat in the speci?c region;
Wherein the CNRs are organiZed to lie inert before they are
activated by an external source; and

Wherein the external source of activation is a laser, a preset
temperature or a communication signal.

4. A system for managing automated collective nanorobots

(CNRs),
comprising:
A plurality of nanorobots, each nanorobot including pro
gram code con?gured to communicate and exchange
information With other nanorobots;
Wherein CNRs are used on the surface of polymers con

?gured in sheets;
Wherein the CNRs change their physical structure on

demand to create impervious and adaptive shielding;
Wherein the CNRs are activated to change their physical
structure by responding to a signal that signi?es a threat;
and
Wherein the CNRs reaggregate their structure from a soft
state to a solid state When activated.
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